ES HCM Campus Call

Employee Services

October 6, 2020

3:00PM to 4:00PM

Presented on the first Tuesday of the month for the HCM Campus Community
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HCM Payroll Data in mFIN
https://www.cu.edu/blog/hcm-community/use-these-quick-reports-locate-hcm-payrolldata-has-posted-fin
Webinar On Demand: https://www.cu.edu/hcm-community/hcm-projects/webinars
Budget and Funding > HR/GL Payroll Reporting Webinar

HCM Payroll Data

CU-DATA Payroll Data

Time Entry
Create Additional Pay
Payroll Register Acct Detail
Paycheck Distribution
Payroll Register

mFIN Compensation Summary
mFIN Payroll Transactions
mFIN Outstanding Encumbrances

Position Funding History

mFIN Financial Detail

Funding Queries
HRGL Request Funding Entry

mFIN SpeedType Summary
mFIN Account Tree List

HRGL Request PET

m-Fin PET
Journal Entries

ES Payroll Topics/Support
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Leave Certification: Sept. 25 – Oct. 25
This year’s leave certification window has been
postponed and will now run from Sept. 25 – Oct. 25.


Employees will receive a series of emails notifying them of the leave certification
deadlines.



This year, CU campuses were allowed to revise their maximum leave carryover
policies in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Because of this, leave balances
exceeding the standard carryover limits are not an automatic indication of an
incorrect balance.



You’ll need to identify employees who haven’t yet certified their leave.





Use the Leave Certification Status query (CUES_HCM_LEAVE_CERT_STATUS) to
generate a list of employees with data on whether they’ve submitted their
certified leave or not.



You can access this query through HCM Work Center Tile > CU HCM User
WorkCenter > Resources tab > Query Manager > Click here for ALL.

Read this blog post for more reports and resources for employees and supervisors.
[LINK]
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Payroll Calendar
https://www.cu.edu/hcm-community/pay-employees/payroll-production-calendars
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HCM Data Feature Focus
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HCM Data Subjects Covered
Today


CUES_HCM_PERSONNEL_ROSTER



HCM_TBT_EPR_TXNS



CUES_HCM_LEAVE_CERT_STATUS



PS QUERY Training

Personnel Roster


CUES_HCM_PERSONNEL_ROSTER



Originally built this query in 2015 and it’s had a LOT of
revisions and add-ons which has slowed it down
significantly.



This query will not run to completion by any method
when using the Node prompt.



The query is in the process of being rebuilt so that it
will run quicker and will be able to utilize node prompt.



Should be completed within the next few weeks.

Personnel Roster
Includes information such as name, job description, FTE,
reg/temp, employee class, etc. for active employees by
department ID or campus.

TBT and EPAR transactions


Recently, COMPRATE and COMP_FREQUENCY were added
to this query causing some to lose access. The record
wasn’t on the necessary security tree.



There were some temporary fixes made so that the
query WILL return COMPRATE and
COMP_FREQUENCY, but only for TBTs. It will not return
that data for ePARs



However, as of today, the security tree has been
updated and the report runs normally with Comp rate
and Comp_frequency included.

TBT and EPAR transactions
This query returns a consolidated list of template based transactions
(TBT) and ePAR transactions.

Leave Certification


CUES_HCM_LEAVE_CERT_STATUS



This query returns annual leave certification
information for active employees.



You can search by people who have not certified their
leave yet.



Note - When using the "Not Certified ONLY?" prompt,
you must specify a fiscal year to ensure correct results.

Leave Certification

PS_QUERY Training


Last year the HCM data group held some PS_QUERY
trainings at each of the campuses.



We were planning on having the training again this year.



It has been delayed due to some changes in our group
and we will be evaluating how to give that training in
the future.

Questions
Q & A – Current Call
Q& A – Previous Call

Q & A – Current Call
Questions from today’s call
We have an employee that is out on
maternity leave. Do you need to have
them certify leave even though they are
not in the office?
We have a classified employee that had
adjustments made to their leave balances
so their balances do not match. Neither
campus HR or the department made these
adjustments. Who do I reach out to
inquire about this? I tried Employee
Services--(Jim) told me they do not do
adjustments.
Is the regular max leave accrual balance
(352) the same for part time employees or
is it prorated? Thanks.

Everyone who has a leave balance should certify during the
open certification period.

Adjustment made from the leave sweep will be captured in
July the day after the payroll posted accruals. Any other
adjustments (reflected in Cumulative Hours Adjust from the
CU Leave Accrual Summary) can be reviewed from CU Time,
or with the Time Entry query, which includes earnings
period, approved by, and approval date.
It is the same for all faculty and university staff regardless
of number of hours worked or standard hours.

Furlough Leave, is there report that will
help with keeping track of employee
usage.

If furlough use is reported by employees in My Leave, it will
not upload to CU Time (because the pay docs is already
captured in job data compensation or by a manual upload.)
Use the CUES_HCM_MY_LEAVE_CALENDAR query to search
for DK3 within the desired time period to verify reported
furlough use.

Is the monthly upload date the same as
the funding update deadline (for entering
funding updates in HCM)? How do I know
by looking at the payroll calendar when
that deadline is?

It is most ideal to post funding updates by the 10th of the
month. Posting new funding by the payroll deadline
ensures the funding will process with payroll post
processing—which kicks off sometime between the payroll
deadline and before the payroll registers being available.
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Q & A – Previous Call
Questions from September 1, 2020
Are hourly students and instructors
eligible for sick and vacation time now?
How many hours are they eligible for
and does this start from September 1?
Also, if the hourly students and
instructors fall sick or test positive for
the virus are they eligible for paid
leave?

Is Administrative Covid Hourly Pay in My
Leave the FFCRA leave for student
employees?
Will you be talking about the deferred
payroll option, for FICA, that starts
today, Sept 1st?
Will you all be covering the Payroll Tax
Holiday that went into effect today?

The State Sick law passed for Colorado goes into
effect January 1, 2021. Stay tuned for more
information on how that will work for CU.
Please work with your campus HR for eligibility
determination.

Technically no, but deciding which code to use
should be determined by your Campus HR. When
Payroll says "FFCRA Leave Pay" they are usually
speaking about FCH/FQH for hourly employees, and
FCS/FQS for salaried employees.
More information can be found on the ES website
https://www.cu.edu/hcm-community/payemployees/tracking-covid-19-wages-paid
CU is not implementing the optional Tax Holiday.
FICA tax procedure will not be changing.
CU is not implementing the optional Tax Holiday.
FICA tax procedure will not be changing.
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Q & A – Previous Call
Questions from September 1, 2020
Individual emails will be sent to employees. There
Leave Certification - will there be System will also be additional communications to come in
the work/life blog and again in the
office communication out or will
campuses need to message this change in newsletter. There will also be notification in the
employee portal.
dates and "how to" ?
The Regent decision left the adjustments a decision
at the local level. Campuses are making different
decisions on how to apply this, and you'd want to
reach out to them to determine eligibility for an
employee.
Any adjustments need to be applied to an off-cycle
payroll before the September monthly payroll is
confirmed in order for the adjustments to be seen
by the employee for their certification. For an
employee to see leave adjustments during the
Will you please remind me when ES will
Leave Certification, those adjustments need to be
adjust employee vacation balances to
entered prior to September monthly payroll being
restore up to 80 hours of leave swept,
confirmed.
per Regent decision and State of
Colorado for classified staff? when to the Check with Campus HR on eligibility for any leave
leave sweep vacation hours get put back? sweep "give back"
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Q & A – Previous Call
Questions from September 1, 2020

Will benefits notify us when the
employee qualifies to go on STD

Campuses, Department and individual supervisors
can email benefits@cu.edu if they have questions
about an STD claim for their employees. Notices are
not sent out, however the information is available if
requested.

Please utilize the email benefits@cu.edu in order to
get this information. Benefits is happy to provide it
to supervisors. Employees are notified that they
If an employee is approved for STD and
should contact their employer to let them know
they do not let us know they could be
about their approval, as any income received will
overpaid. Will there be someone in
reduce their weekly STD payments. If overpayment
Benefits we could reach out to so we
could verify if an employee was approved happens, please contact the Benefits office so that
we can inform the insurance company.
for STD and what approval date is?
Certain demographics are tracked by campus HR
offices. You may email hcmdata@cu.edu for
Is there a query that will include
specific needs for your unit.
demographics for the unit?
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Thank you for joining us.

ES.Campus-Outreach@cu.edu
HCM_Community@cu.edu
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